
 
 
 

The VIRTEL Company releases Virtel Screen Redesigner – a     
no-code solution that allows mainframe developers to quickly 

create a web UI experience on their own. 
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St. Cloud, FRANCE and Walnut Creek, CA. VIRTEL, a leading provider of innovative 
mainframe solutions and creator of the original browser-based 3270 emulation Virtel Web 
Access, is thrilled to announce the launch of Virtel Screen Redesigner (VSR), a cutting-edge 
tool designed to transform and modernize mainframe 3270 screens. 

 
As organizations strive to enhance user experience, increase productivity, and adapt to 
evolving technologies, the need to revitalize legacy mainframe applications becomes 
critical.  
 
Virtel Screen Redesigner (VSR) is a next generation 3270 application web UI creation and 
modernization solution.  Built on the same technology as Virtel Web Access, VSR overcomes 
issues early generations of web UI development tools experienced and provides a faster, 
more cost-effective solution than rehosting, replacing, or reengineering mission-critical 
3270 mainframe applications. 
 
The premise of VSR is simple: enable mainframe application developers/programmers, 
most familiar with the use of those systems, to quickly create a true web UI experience.  VSR 
features: 

• NO web programming or web knowledge required (NO HTML, NO JavaScript, etc) 
• An advanced, intuitive IDE intended for use by mainframe application 

programmers (e.g. easy drag & drop features) 
• Reusable templates to accelerate the speed of web UI creation by 5x-10x 
• Built-in TCP/IP encryption and IAM (Identify and Access Management) system 

integration 
• Ability to develop the web UI incrementally and automatically move between web 

UI screens and standard HTML5/JavaScript Virtel Web Access emulated screens 
 
VSR is a comprehensive solution that empowers organizations to modernize the user 
interface of their mainframe applications, creating visually engaging, intuitive, and user-
friendly experiences.  



 
 
"Our customers have consistently told us about the difficulties they encounter when it 
comes to modernizing 3270 applications. Involving web developers in a CICS or IMS project 
is always a problem," says Alexandre Moulin, VP Sales at Virtel. "The ability to quickly create 
a true web experience from a 3270 application, without any knowledge of HTML languages, 
without the need for any infrastructure other than the mainframe, and without modifying 
the application code by a single line, is a real game-changer," adds Sebastian Dewar, Chief 
Technical Officer at Virtel. 
 
VSR is available to all current Virtel Web Access customers for a small incremental licensing 
fee. For new customers, VSR will be licensed at an attractive 3-year term price, eliminating 
the large initial licensing fee so often found with other IBM zSystems™ vendors. Proof-of-
concept and trial use cases are also available. 
 
More information on Virtel Screen Redesigner (VSR) is available by contacting Syspertec 
US at info@syspertec.us or your local Virtel distributor.    
 
 
About VIRTEL  
 
VIRTEL is the creator of Virtel Web Access, the original 3270 emulation technology used by 
over 500 companies on 5 continents. VIRTEL has over 30 years experience helping 
organization modernize access to and integration of IBM zSystems™ applications to save 
money, simplify support, and improve mainframe security. More information on Virtel can 
be found at www.virtelweb.com. 
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